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Abstract: We demonstrate a large tuning of the coupling strength in
Photonic Crystal molecules without changing the inter-cavity distance. The
key element for the design is the “photonic barrier engineering”, where the
“potential barrier” is formed by the air-holes in between the two cavities.
This consists in changing the hole radius of the central row in the barrier. As
a result we show, both numerically and experimentally, that the wavelength
splitting in two evanescently-coupled Photonic Crystal L3 cavities (three
holes missing in theΓK direction of the underlying triangular lattice)
can be continuously controlled up to 5× the initial value upon∼ 30% of
hole-size modification in the barrier. Moreover, the sign of the splitting
can be reversed in such a way that the fundamental mode can be either the
symmetric or the anti-symmetric one without altering neither the cavity
geometry nor the inter-cavity distance. Coupling sign inversion is explained
in the framework of a Fabry-Perot model with underlying propagating
Bloch modes in coupled W1 waveguides.

© 2014 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (350.4238) Nanophotonics and photonic crystals; (140.3945) Microcavities.
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1. Introduction

Coupled micro and nanocavities, also called photonic molecules [1], are being investigated
with increasing interest due to their relevance in applications such as laser optimization [2],
delay lines [3], optical strong coupling [4], optical equivalent of EIT [5], as well as a testbed
for the exploration of advanced nonlinear and quantum regimes [6–8]. In this context, evanes-
cently coupled optical cavities can be regarded as multiple potential well systems which, in
the presence of nonlinearities, may allow the demonstration of fundamental phenomena such
as Josephson oscillations, optical self-trapping or even spontaneous symmetry breaking [9, 10].
For both the demonstration of novel physical regimes and applications, a key issue is the control
of the coupling strength. A control parameter able to drive the coupled cavity system from weak
to strong coupling regimes without completely modifying the nature of the photonic molecule is
largely desirable. Moreover, optical systems allow, in principle, to change not only the strength
of the evanescent interaction but also its sign. Although this is not a typical feature in stan-
dard micro cavities such as micro pillars, micro disks or microtoroids, reverse coupling situa-
tions have already been observed for instance in coupled photonics crystal (PhC) nanocavities
[11, 12].

Among the diversity of possible geometries of micro and nanocavities, PhCs give rise to a
substantial versatility in the choice of design parameters. For instance, it is well-known that
small changes in neighbor holes of a PhC cavity, such a L3 cavity (three holes missing in the
ΓK direction of a triangular lattice), may boost the quality (Q) factor for more than one order of
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Fig. 1. Barrier engineering: 2D model. (a) Schematics of two coupled L3 cavities with
modified barrier. Refractive index isn= 2.77, lattice perioda= 0.430nm, hole radius of the
PhC triangular latticer0 = 0.266a (white holes), size of shifted holesr1 = r0−0.06a (red
holes), and the radius of modified holes within the barrier (black holes) isr2 = r0(1+x). (b)
Numerical results of resonant wavelengths for symmetric (red) and antisymmetric (black)
modes, as a function of the barrier hole sizex. Filled squares: results from the Fabry-Perot
model; open circles: direct numerical calculation of resonant wavelengths.

magnitude [13]. In addition, PhC cavities can be tailored to improve the beaming properties [14,
15]. In the context of coupled cavities, PhCs give a handle to the easy and robust engineering of
both the strength and the nature –conservative or dissipative– of the inter-cavity coupling [16].
The observable quantity associated to such coupling strength is the mode splitting, which has
been largely studied in a variety of PhC geometries and coupling configurations [17, 18].

Several attempts to control frequency splitting in PhC coupled cavities have been carried
out in the recent years. As a general rule, the distance between point-defect-cavities, which
can be varied in a discrete manner only, controls the mode splitting. Therefore, bonding and
anti-bonding modes will approach each other for distant cavities, or separate away for close
enough defects [18]. In addition, specific coupling configurations may spectrally locate the
anti-bonding modes either at the blue or at the red side of the bonding modes. In other words,
the coupling sign can be reversed in PhC molecules [11, 12]. The ability of PhCs to give rise
to anti-bonding ground states has been discussed in [12], in the framework of two-coupled D2
(four missing holes) PhC cavities. Recently, a theoretical study has been carried out on the same
D2 molecules in order to show that the parity of the ground state can be changed [19].

In this paper we carry out, both numerically and experimentally, specific barrier engineering
of two coupled L3 cavities leading to a continuous control of mode splitting together with
the inversion of the coupling sign, all this at a fixed distance between the cavities. We also
numerically show that the use of L3 optical defects makes this technique compatible with high
Q-factor (Q∼ 5×104) nano-cavities.

2. Barrier engineering: Fabry Perot model for a 2D system

In order to introduce the concept of barrier engineering, we first consider PhC molecules in a
two-dimensional (2D) PhC. The system consists of two coupled L3 cavities as optical defects in
theΓK direction, separated by three rows of holes in theΓM direction [Fig. 1(a)]. The effective
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Fig. 2. Building-up the Fabry-Perot model. (a) An optical defect is composed by a “free
propagation” cavity region of lengthL = 3a surrounded by two PhC mirrors; the boundary
between the cavity region and the mirror is given by the dashed lines. (b) Phase of the modal
reflection [φr (λ )] of the Bloch modes of two coupled W1 waveguides on a PhC mirror. (c)
Effective index of symmetric (red) and anti-symmetric (black) Bloch modes. The values of
the effective index are taken at the resonance wavelengths of the cavities. (d) Idem as in (c)
for the reflectivity phases at resonance.

index (n= 2.77) chosen for the 2D PhC corresponds to the effective index of a planar InP mem-
brane of thicknesse= 265nm atλ = 1.55µm. The period and hole radius of the underlying
triangular PhC lattice area= 430nm andr0 = 0.266a, respectively. The two end-holes of each
cavity are separated away bys= 0.16a and their radius is reduced tor1 = r0−0.06a in order to
increase the Q-factor of the 3D-system (Fig. 1(a), red holes); their influence is negligible within
this 2D representation. Our scheme for barrier engineering consists in modifying the hole size
of the central row in the barrier (Fig. 1(a), black holes), whose radius becomesr2 = r0(1+x).

The aperiodic Fourier Modal Method (a-FMM) [20] has been used in order to compute eigen-
mode frequencies of the coupled cavities. Symmetric (red) and antisymmetric (black) resonant

wavelengthsλ (s)
0 andλ

(as)
0 are plotted in Fig. 1(b) as a function of radius changex [21]. We ob-

serve: i) forx= 0, the anti-symmetric mode is the one with longer wavelength (i.e. antisymmet-
ric ground state), which has been already observed in previous works, both experimentally and
numerically for L3 cavities [11, 15]; ii) the mode splitting is a function ofx, and a global blue-
shift of modes asx is increased is observed; iii) there is a degeneracy point atx= xc ∼ −10%
which separates two distinct regions: forx > xc the splitting progressively increases, with the

same spectral orderλ (as)
0 > λ

(s)
0 as in (i), whether forx < xc the spectral order is reversed

and now the symmetric mode is the one with longer wavelength (i.e. symmetric ground state,

λ
(s)
0 > λ

(as)
0 ). We note that the latter is the typical situation found in classical and quantum me-

chanics and implies a given sign for the coupling parameter (say negative as in a Coupled Mode
Theory framework), while in situation (i) the coupling sign is reversed and becomes positive.
Hence, we have numerically shown that coupling strength and sign can be changed by simply
varying the hole-radius of the central row of the barrier.

In order to explain this striking behavior, let us analyze the coupled-cavities system with a
Fabry-Perot model based on the bouncing of a single Bloch mode in between two PhC mirrors,
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Fig. 3. (a) Wavelength splitting as a function of the hole size in the barrier. Filled squares: F-
P model from Eq. (2); open circles: exact calculations. (b) Index (blue) and phase (green)
contributions for the wavelength splitting. Degeneracy is achieved at the intersection of
these two curves [see Eq. (3)].

see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). For the symmetric (antisymmetric) cavity mode, we use the symmetric
(antisymmetric) Bloch mode supported by the two coupled W1 waveguides. The model is a
two-cavity extension of what has been proposed in the past to quantitatively explain Q-factor
increase in single L3 cavities [22]. The a-FMM method used here allows us to compute propa-
gation constants in periodic waveguides and their modal reflectances at waveguide terminations

[20]. Specifically, we computek(s),(as)(λ ) = (2π/λ )n(s),(as)
e f f (λ ) of the symmetric (s) and anti-

symmetric (as) Bloch modes of the coupled W1 waveguides. A F-P cavity is formed by an
optical defect, i.e. a waveguide region of lengthL = 3a, closed by two PhC mirrors with shifted
end-holes [Fig. 2(a)]. Reflection of both Bloch modes onto the PhC is also computed with the a-

FMM, which provides two complex reflectivity coefficients with phaseφ
(s),(as)
r (λ ) [Fig. 2(b)].

Phase matching conditions can then be written down for symmetric and anti-symmetric modes:

(2π/λ
(s),(as)
0 )n(s),(as)

e f f (λ
(s),(as)
0 )L+φ

(s),(as)
r (λ

(s),(as)
0 ) = pπ (1)

wherep is an integer (mode order,p= 3 for the resonance wavelength of interest). Resonant
wavelengths as predicted by the F-P model are superimposed to the numerical results in Fig.
1(b). Equation (1) evidences that a blue-shift of the cavity mode may be due to a decrease of
either the effective index (ne f f) or the reflectivity phase (φr ).

Effective indices and phases at resonance are shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). Increasing hole
size (parameterx) blue-shifts the cavity modes (point (ii) above): for the symmetric mode,

this is due to a decrease ofn(s)e f f, while the blue shift of the anti-symmetric one comes from a

decrease ofφ (as)
r . Let us now define averaged quantities and differences asf̄ ≡ [ f (as)+ f (s)]/2

andΔ f ≡ f (as)− f (s), wheref can bene f f, φr or λ . Equations (1) can be recast in the following
way:

Δλ =

(

p− φ̄r

π

)−1(

2LΔne f f +
Δφr

π
λ̄

)

. (2)

Equation (2) relates wavelength splitting to effective index and phase differences. From Fig.
2(c) we remark that, unlike standard resonators such as micro rings and micropillars –built up
from segments of uniform coupled waveguides–, the effective index of coupled W1 waveguides
at cavity resonance is always larger for the antisymmetric mode compared to the symmetric one.
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A comparison of Eq. (2) with numerical results is shown in Fig. 3(a). Forx = 0, i.e. no
barrier modification, the effective index difference (first term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (2), positive) is
slightly greater than the phase term (second term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (2), negative) in modulus,

see Fig. 3(b). As a resultΔλ > 0, and thereforeλ (as)
0 > λ

(s)
0 . We have thus shown that point (i)

above (i.e. antisymmetric ground state for no barrier modification) is a direct consequence of
the effective effective index of the antisymmetric mode being larger compared to the symmetric
one.

Finally, degeneracy is achieved by settingΔλ = 0 in Eq. (2), which leads to

Δne f f =−Δφrλ0

2πL
, (3)

whereλ0 ≡ λ̄ = λ
(s)
0 = λ

(as)
0 . Figure 3(b) shows that Eq. (3) is verified forx∼−10% for which

Δne f f slightly decreases with respect tox = 0 in such a way that refractive index difference
exactly compensates the phase difference. The main mechanism that allows degeneracy is that
barrier engineering basically affects the effective index of one of the two modes (the symmetric
one) while the other one remains essentially unchanged. Indeed, the middle row of holes being
modified has a much stronger impact on the symmetric mode effective index for which the
electric-field component does not vanish at the symmetry plane.

3. Barrier engineering: 3D numerical simulations

3D-Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations have been performed in order to ob-
tain a better approximation of the real system, as well as to account for optical losses, hence
Q-factors in membrane-based cavities. Bulk material index isn = 3.17 and membrane thick-
nesse= 265nm. Lattice period isa = 390nm andr0 = 0.232a. Other parameters (s and r1)
are the same as in Sec. 2, and we recall thatr2 = r0(1+ x). Mirror symmetries have been ex-
ploited in order to reduce computation time. Mode frequencies and decay times (losses) are
extracted from time-series data through a harmonic inversion algorithm. Wavelength splitting

Δλ = λ
(as)
0 − λ

(s)
0 as a function ofx is shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). As compared to the 2D

simulations, the main features are preserved; mode crossing is now observed atxc ∼−0.08. An
initial splitting of Δλ ∼ 3nm is increased up toΔλ ∼ 9nm forx= 0.3, while it is reversed for
x< xc and decreases down toΔλ ∼−12nm forx=−0.3. The step size inx has been decreased
close to theΔλ = 0 point: wavelength splitting as small asΔλ = (30±15)pm have been ob-
tained, limited by the resolution of the inversion algorithm, which identifies the crossing point
[Fig. 4(b)]. Figure 5(a) shows that this crossing point is shifted towards smallerx-values asr0

is increased; additional simulations (not shown) indicate that the results do not significantly

depend on the period. Initial Q-factors (x= 0) areQ(as)
0 ∼ 65000 andQ(s)

0 ∼ 55000. We observe
little variation –of the order of 10%– upon barrier modification. Q-factor as a function of hole
change in the barrier is shown in the inset of Fig. 5(a).

Near field patterns (not shown) are close to those obtained for two coupled L3 cavities with-
out barrier engineering. The only modification in the near field takes place for decreased hole
radius (x < 0) for which the field intensity locally increases at the symmetry plane; this can
be attributed to a refractive index effect as a result of the hole shrinking. Figures 6(a)–6(c)
show far field patterns for different hole sizes in the barrier. Unlike near-field, far-field emis-
sion of the symmetric mode is (slightly) modified for increasing hole radius (x > 0) resulting
in a broader emission pattern [Fig. 6(c)]. Changes in anti-symmetric mode patterns, in turn, are
negligible. In the following experimental part, far-field patterns will be used as signatures of
mode symmetry.
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(a) 

(c) 

Δλ(x=0) 

(b) 

Δλ(x=0) 

(d) 

Fig. 4. (a) 3D-FDTD simulation results of wavelength splittingΔλ = λ as
0 −λ s

0 as a function
of the hole size in the barrier. (b) Modulus of (a) in log scale; red line is the initial splitting
[Δλ (x= 0)]. (c) and (d) Experimental results. Target parameters for the fabrication are the
same as the theoretical ones,a= 390nm,r0 = 0.232a, s=0.16a andr1 = r0−0.06a.

(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. Dependence of wavelength splitting upon the underlying hole radiusr0. Black:
r0 = 0.232a, red:r0 = 0.266a and blue:r0 = 0.3a. (a) 3D-FDTD simulations and (b) Ex-
perimental results. Inset: calculated Q-factors.
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(b) (c) (a) 

(d) (e) (f) 

Fig. 6. Far field images from the shortest wavelength mode (λ<, left), and the largest wave-
length one (λ>, right), for different hole sizes in the barrier. (a)-(c) 3D-FDTD simulations,
(d)-(f) Experimental results with mean pump power∼ 35µW on the sample. (a) and (d):
x = −0.15; (b) and (e):x = 0; (c) and (f):x = 0.15. Other parameters are the same as in
Fig. 4.

4. Experimental results

The fabricated samples are InP-based cavities on a suspended membrane, with resonant modes
at around 1.5µm. The InP membrane (265 nm-thick), bonded onto a Si substrate, incorporates
four central layers of InGaAs/InGaAsP quantum wells (QWs). The QW luminescence at 300
K is centered at 1.52µm with a spectral broadening of∼ 80nm. Details on the fabrication can
be found in [15].

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of cavities with barrier engineering are shown
in Fig. 7(a). We have characterized the active cavities via photoluminescence (PL) experiments.
Samples are pumped using a Ti:Sa laser emitting 160fs pulses (80MHz-repetition rate) atλ =
810nm, through a high numerical aperture microscope objective (×100, N.A.=0.95). PL is
collected by the same optics. A spectrometer allows us to spectrally resolve the PL, and an
InGaAs camera is used to obtain spatially resolved PL both in the near and far fields, the latter
using a lens to image the back-focal plane of the objective. Further details on the experimental
setup can be found in [11].

The PL emission shows two resonances as long as the cavities are pumped close to the center
(see Fig. 7(b), inset). Laser emission is observed with threshold∼ 15µW. Figure 7(b) shows
central wavelengths of splitted modes (λ< andλ>) as a function of the middle-row hole size.
These measurements allow us to directly obtain the modulus of wavelength splitting [|Δλ |,
Fig. 4(d)], showing very good agreement with the numerical simulations [Fig. 4(b)]. In order to
define a signedΔλ in the experiment, we adopt the nomenclature “bonding” and “anti-bonding”
used in previous works [11, 15] which, unlike “symmetric” and “anti-symmetric” of Sections
2 and 3, does not suppose anya priori rigorous symmetry in the system, it only denotes 0 or
π phase difference between cavity fields. The sign ofΔλ is experimentally determined using
far-field data. Sharp-edge interference filters (∼ 10nm-bandpass) are used in order to filter
out λ< and λ> modes alternatively. For very small wavelength splitting,Δλ < 1nm, filters
cannot be used. In such cases modes are separated by selective spatial excitation: localizing
the excitation spot on one cavity maximizesλ< mode, whileλ> is reenforced by exciting the
coupled cavity system at the center [11]. Far-field images forλ< andλ> have been measured
for all x-parameters of Fig. 4(d) [onlyx = ±15% andx = 0 are shown in Figs. 6(d)–6(f)].
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x=-25% (a) x=0% x=20% 

(b) 

Fig. 7. (a) SEM images of coupled L3 cavities on a suspended membrane with barrier en-
gineering, for three hole sizes in the barrier. (b) Measured resonant wavelengths of splitted
modes (λ<:filled squares, andλ>: empty squares) as a function of the barrier modifica-
tion. Inset: PL spectra showing mode splitting. Pump power is∼ 30µW. Target fabrication
parameters are those of Fig. 4.

As predicted by the numerical simulations, the order of bonding and anti-bonding modes is
reversed close tox = −10%, and can be observed in Fig. 6 when moving from Fig. 6(d) to
Fig. 6(e). Such spectral order of modes is used to obtain the sign ofΔλ , thus unfolding the raw
spectral data. Wavelength splitting is depicted in Fig. 4(c), showing that the minimum of|Δλ |
indeed corresponds to the proximity of a crossing point.

Changingx parameter in Fig. 7(b) is done by moving from one pair of coupled cavities to
another one on the buffer, separated by∼ 40µm. Technological imperfections may thus explain
the dispersion ofλ>,< observed in Fig. 7. The impact of fabrication errors onΔλ [Fig. 4(c)]
is, in turn, much weaker. This can be understood from the sensitiveness of optical properties
on geometrical parameters such asr0. Let us assume thatr0 is changing by a small fraction
from one pair of coupled cavities to the next one. Then both mode wavelengthsλ>,< shift by
approximately the same amount. Therefore, the splittingΔλ is not significantly modified.

Finally, let us discuss degeneracy in real coupled cavities. It turns out that mode degeneracy,
as reported in Sections 2 and 3 for ideally identical cavities, can hardly be observed in a real
system. Strictly speaking, symmetry is always broken due to imperfections, which cause the
coupled cavities to be slightly non-identical. Let us callκ coupling rate (which can be pos-
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itive or negative by virtue of the barrier engineering technique). We now introduce a small
asymmetrical perturbation in the system, such as slightly different surrounding holes for each
cavity. For simplicity, we assume that such asymmetry essentially produces a cavity frequency
detuningδ , but it does not alter individual cavity Q-factors. Frequency splitting then scales as
Δω ∼

√
δ 2+4κ2. As a result, close enough to the crossing point,|κ | ≪ |δ | and the cavities

decouple. On the other hand, the condition|κ | > |δ | ensures efficient optical coupling even in
a weak coupling regime (τ|κ |< 1, whereτ is the photon lifetime in the cavity) .

5. Conclusions

We have demonstrated, both numerically and experimentally, barrier engineering in a L3-based
photonic crystal molecule. This technique consists in the modification of the radius of the mid-
dle row of holes between the cavities. Initial wavelength splitting of about∼ 3nm has been
progressively increased up to∼ 9nm, and decreased down to∼−12nm, i.e. with a maximum
five-fold variation upon±30% of hole size changex. In addition, a region ofx-values close
to -10% has been found where the coupling sign is reversed after degeneracy: the symmetric
mode is the ground state for smaller radius, while it becomes the excited state for larger ra-
dius. The latter is an unusual situation when compared to coupled classical or quantum coupled
oscillators. Interesting enough, such fine tuning of the coupling parameter is compatible with
high Q-operation, as Q-factors of the order ofQ ∼ 5×104 have been numerically found. An
extension to ultrahigh-Q-cavities, such as the so-called heterostructure PhC cavities [23], could
be carried out.

A simple 2D Fabry-Perot model allowed us to interpret degeneracy (mode crossing) as the
matching of the effective refractive index change to the reflectivity phase change of coupled
W1 waveguide Bloch modes as they are reflected onto the PhC mirror closing the cavity. This
can be achieved with our design thanks to the mode selectivity of the technique. Indeed, barrier
engineering mainly affects the refractive index of the symmetric mode, while the one of the anti-
symmetric one remains essentially unchanged. Our results open the way to the demonstration
of rich nonlinear optical phenomena in multiple potential well nano-photonic systems such as
Josephson oscillations, spontaneous symmetry breaking and optical self-trapping.
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